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Orbital ordering in the manganites: Resonant x-ray scattering predictions at the manganese
L II and L III edges
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It is proposed that the observation of orbital ordering in manganite materials should be possible at theL II and
L III edges of manganese using x-ray resonant scattering. If performed, dipole selection rules would make the
measurements much more direct than the disputed observations at the manganeseK edge. They would yield
specific information about the type and mechanism of the ordering not available at theK edge, as well as
permitting the effects of orbital ordering and Jahn-Teller ordering to be detected and distinguished from one
another. Predictions are presented based on atomic multiplet calculations, indicating distinctive dependence on
energy, as well as on polarization and on the azimuthal angle around the scattering vector.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The manganite materials, such as La12xSrxMnO3 and
La12xSr11xMnO4, have received much attention recent
due to the complex interplay of electronic, spin and orb
degrees of freedom which they exhibit. This includes obs
vation of colossal magnetoresistance and a large variet
phase transitions as a function of temperature, magn
field, and doping. Among the most interesting of late ha
been the charge and orbitally ordered states observed
variety of materials such as La0.5Sr1.5MnO4,1,2 LaMnO3,3

La0.5Ca0.5MnO3,4 ~see also Refs. 5 and 6!,
La0.33Ca0.67MnO3,7 and La0.25Ca0.75MnO3.8 As the tempera-
ture is lowered all of the materials~except for the undoped
LaMnO3) show a charge ordering transition in which sep
rate sublattices develop for Mn31 and Mn41 ions. An orbital
ordering transition on the Mn31 sublattice~all Mn sites in
the case of LaMnO3) is then believed to occur, followed a
~generally! lower temperatures by a magnetic ordering tra
sition. The structure of all of these orbitally ordered state
believed to be very similar, and our results will be relevan
all. The exception will be LaMnO3, for which the period of
the orbital order is too small,~see later!. For simplicity we
will refer mostly to the layered material, La0.5Sr1.5MnO4, re-
turning to the others at the end.

In the case of La0.5Sr1.5MnO4 the charge ordering trans
tion is at aboutTCO5220 K, with a unit variation of valence
observed between the sublattices.1,2 This results in a dou-
bling of the unit cell and the appearance of forbidden refl

tions at, for example, (12 , 1
2 , 0). At about TN5160 K, as

seen by neutron scattering,1 a complex antiferromagnetic or
dering occurs, involving both manganese sublattices.~See
Fig. 1.! However, the antiferromagnetic transition observ
in the magnetic susceptibility9 is higher, concurrent with the
charge ordering. It seems likely, therefore, that in-plane
tiferromagnetic order develops at a temperatureTN(ab)
5220 K and becomes fully three dimensional atTN(c)
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~2!/1033~6!/$15.00
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5160 K. ~Rod-like neutron scattering has been reported
tweenTN andTCO.1!

At the Mn31 sites the Hund’s rule coupling is strong, an
the crystal field has a large cubic (Oh) component. De-
scribed at one electron level, the Mn31 3d4 configuration
thus becomes a twofold degeneratet2g↑

3 eg↑
1 configuration.

~See Fig. 2.! This degeneracy can be lifted, with~in prin-
ciple! an associated a Jahn-Teller~JT! distortion of the oxy-
gen octahedron, reducing the symmetry toD4h . Hence we
shall denote the two components of theeg↑ level as
3d3z22r 2↑ and 3dx22y2↑ . Goodenough10 showed that the spin

FIG. 1. Charge, orbital, and spin ordering in the MnO2 planes of
La0.5Sr1.5MnO4.
1033 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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ordering is actually dependant upon the ordering of this
bital degree of freedom. AboveTCO all Mn sites have
3d3z22r 2↑ ~part! filled, oriented along the crystalc axis with
a macroscopic tetragonal distortion. BelowTN(c) , however,
a distinctive ‘‘herring-bone’’ pattern is required in order
explain the observed spin structure, as shown in Fig. 1. T
orbital pattern again doubles the unit cell, having t

wavevector (14 , 1
4 , 0). This is claimed to have been observ

recently using resonant x-ray scattering at the MnK edge.2

These results indicate that orbital order develops at the s
temperature as the charge ordering:-TOO5TCO(5TN(ab))
5220 K. The fact that the spins do not order out of pla
until a lower temperatureTN(c) is not in disagreement with
this, since for La0.5Sr1.5MnO4 Goodenough’s orbitally medi
ated spin interactions only produce couplings in theab
plane, not up thec axis. This leaves us with at least tw
possible mechanisms for the orbital ordering—it could
due to the spin ordering it permits, or to the JT distortions
to a combination of the two. The question of which mech
nism is the more important is still disputed. In other mate
als~such as11 LaMnO3 and4 La0.5Ca0.5MnO3) the ordering of
the JT distortions around the Mn31 sites has been observe
directly, using high resolution neutron and x-ray diffractio
and crystallographic refinement. The level of distortions
pears to vary somewhat, from about 7% to 12%, sugges
that the JT mechanism may at least be not the sole me
nism of importance. Indeed, in La0.5Sr1.5MnO4 only a 1%
oxygen breathing mode has so far been observed,1 although
detailed crystallographic refinement is not reported. It co
thus be suggested2 that here the JT distortions actually r
main along thec axis even when the orbitals have ordered
theab plane, and that the only mechanism of importance
this material is the Goodenough spin ordering mechani
The complete absence of accompanying JT distortion or
ing in the ab plane seems very unlikely, however. Mo
detailed crystallographic refinement might be able to cla
this, as was the case4,12 for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3.

What is clear is that the interaction and interdepende
of the spin, orbital and JT ordering is complex, and not
fully understood. In order to approach a better understand
it would be very helpful to be able to observe the JT a
orbital ordering independently of one another. TheK edge
experiments so far performed fail to do this. They are in
rect, in the sense that they probe primarily the 4p shell,

FIG. 2. Schematic one-electron energy level diagram for thed
shell of Mn31 in a tetragonally distorted oxygen octahedron.
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rather than the 3d shell in which the supposedly ordere
orbitals lie. The sensitivity was thought to have arisen from
mixture of the Coulomb interaction with the ordered 3d elec-
trons and the JT distortion of the site.15 It has since been
shown13,14 that the experiment is about 100 times more s
sitive to the accompanying JT ordering than to the orb
ordering. Although an interference term between the tw14

does leave the possibility of distinguishing them by looki
at the energy dependence of the peak, it seems rather do
ful that a direct observation of orbital ordering, as distin
from JT ordering, is possible at the MnK edge. Since the
orbital believed to order is the Mn31 3d3z22r 2↑ , it seems
logical to try resonant scattering at the MnL II andL III edges,
probing the 3d shell itself. Unfortunately these edges lie
the soft x-ray region, so, although the Bragg angle for

( 1
4 , 1

4 , 0) reflection is real (62.9° at theL III edge!, the pen-
etration depth will be very short. This will make the expe
ment surface sensitive and rather difficult, but not necessa
impossible. It is certainly the correct way to proceed if o
wishes to directly probe the orbital order in these materia

In the next section we will discuss the origin of the sc
tering and its azimuthal and polarization dependence. In S
III we perform crystal field multiplet calculations to examin
the energy dependence of the scattering and we discus
distinct effects of orbital and JT ordering. Conclusions a
presented in Sec. IV.

II. POLARIZATION AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLE
DEPENDENCE

In contrast to theK edge experiment, interpretation of th
L II(III) edge experiment, where a 2p electron is promoted
directly into the 3d shell, is very clear. At one electron leve
if the 3d3z22r 2↑ orbital is filled ~see Fig. 2!, the edge itself
consists of the transition 2p→3dx22y2↑ . This will clearly
have a very different amplitude if the incoming photon
polarized parallel rather than perpendicular to the local ‘‘z’’
direction (ẑ) of the ion. This localz direction alternates
along the~1, 1, 0! direction between thea andb axes of the
crystal, with periodicity 2A2 ~relative to the original unit
cell!. For light polarized in theab plane one therefore an

ticipates seeing the (1
4 , 1

4 , 0) forbidden reflection, the ampli
tude being proportional to the difference between the sca
ing amplitude for a Mn31 ion with its local z direction
parallel to the crystala axis and the scattering amplitude fo
one with its localz parallel tob. This is, of course, the sam
as the difference between the amplitudes for light polariz
parallel and perpendicular to thez direction of an individual
ion. Light polarized parallel to the crystalc axis, however, is
perpendicular to the localz directions of all the Mn31 ions,
so the scattering factor is the same at each site, and
scattering must be zero. This leads to a complex depend
on polarization and on the azimuthal angle around the s
tering vector.

More rigorously, the scattering can be viewed as origin
ing in the 3rd term of the single ionE1 resonant scattering
amplitude given by Hannonet al.,16

f ion
E15~ef* • ẑ!~e0

• ẑ!~2F1,0
(e)2F1,1

(e)2F1,21
(e) !, ~1!
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where F1,q are the spherical components of the transit
amplitude ande0(ef) the polarization vector for the incom
ing ~outgoing! beam. The scattering amplitude at th

( 1
4 , 1

4 , 0) reflection is given by the difference betweenf ion
E1 for

two Mn31 ions with ẑ equal toâ and b̂. ~Unit vectors along
a andb respectively.! Hence

f E15F ~ef* •â!~e0
•â!

2~ef* •b̂!~e0
•b̂!G ~2F1,0

(e)2F1,1
(e)2F1,21

(e) !. ~2!

The polarization dependence, being purely geometric, is
same as that previously observed at theK edge.2,3 Resolving
e into s and p components, and performing two rotation
@first through the azimuthal anglef, second throughp/4
around ĉ, since the wave vector is along~1, 1, 0! but the
orbitals alternate between~1, 0, 0! and ~0, 1, 0!# we can ex-
press the polarization in terms of the crystal coordinates.
then straightforward to show thats0→s f andp0→p f scat-
tering is forbidden. For thes0→p f and p0→s f channels
the scattering intensity turns out to be

I ~u,f!5cos2u sin2f~2F1,0
(e)2F1,1

(e)2F1,21
(e) !2, ~3!

where 2u is the scattering angle, andf the azimuthal angle
around the scattering vector.

More interesting is the energy dependence. From the
ive description above it is intuitively clear that there must
at least one energy range whereI (0,p/2)Þ0, since
3d3z22r 2↑ is filled and 3dx22y2↑ is empty. Indeed, one ex
pects there to be scattering in a second, higher energy, a
presence of an electron in the 3d3z22r 2↑ orbital will split the
3d3z22r 2↓ and 3dx22y2↓ orbitals by the Coulomb interaction
This will happen even in the absence of any JT distorti
This is because the Coulomb interaction between two e
trons occupying orbitals with the same spatial distribut
should be much larger than that between electrons in orb
with different spatial distributions. If the latter Coulomb in
teractions are neglected, then, at one electron level,
should not expect any splitting in thet2g↓ level, unless it
comes from Jahn-Teller effects. We therefore also anticip
some differences between the case of orbital ordering al
and that of combined orbital and JT ordering. As discus
above, the latter case is the most likely, so we would h
anticipate three main peaks at both theL II andL III edges.

These arguments tell us nothing about the relative siz
spacing between the peaks, or of the possibility of sma
peaks being obscured by larger ones. So, to be more
crete, and to have a more detailed idea of the energy de
dence that can be expected forI (0,p/2), we have performed
an atomic multiplet calculation for Mn31 in a D4h crystal
field, using the Cowan multiplet codes and the ‘‘Raca
crystal field program of B. Searle. There being no clear se
crystal field parameters in the literature we first performe
fit to the soft-XAS spectrum for LaMnO3.17 The atomic en-
vironment of the Mn31 ions in LaMnO3 is similar in coor-
dination and symmetry to that in our case.
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III. CRYSTAL FIELD MULTIPLET CALCULATIONS
AND ENERGY DEPENDENCE

A. Fit to the XAS spectrum of LaMnO 3

Our fit to the soft-XAS spectrum is shown in Fig. 3~a!.
Hartree-Fock values for the Slater integrals are scaled
65%, and crystal fields parameters areX40053.42, X420

524.05 andX220522.34, where 420, etc. are the rel
vant branchings for the crystal field group chainO3

→Oh→D4h , in Racah notation.~This corresponds toDq

50.25, Ds50.28 Dt50.25 in standard notation.! The scal-
ing of the Hartree-Fock parameters is strong, but this is
keeping with the findings of previous related studies.18,17

Note also that the line of parametersDs50.552Dq , Dt

52Dq20.25, Dq50.15→0.25, with 60%→70% scaling,
produces very similar results.

Using D4h symmetry we find good agreement with th
experiment, in contrast to Abbateet al.17 who got only a
rough fit usingOh symmetry. There remain, however, a fe
features of the spectra that do not quite match. These sh
be due partly to the presence of ligand holes,~absent in our
calculation! and partly to the neglect of the inequivalen
between thex andy directions.~Each Mn31 has one of these
in the crystal’sab plane, the other along thec axis.! This
would reduceD4h to D2h , with an additional splitting be-
tween 3dxz and 3dzy , and alterations to others.

It is also the case that there is an anisotropy at the Mn41

sites, since each Mn41 has two filled Mn31 3d3z22r 2 orbit-
als pointing towards it, set 90° apart, and two empty.~See
Fig. 1.! This breaks the inversion symmetry and is modula
with the same wave vector as the orbital ordering itse
However, the Mn31 3d3z22r 2 lie the other side of the inter
vening oxygen sites, so the effect should be tiny compare
that on the Mn31 sites. It should also occur at a slightl

FIG. 3. Soft-XAS spectrum for Mn31 in LaMnO3. ~a! Experi-
ment ~taken from Ref. 17! andD4h crystal field multiplet calcula-
tion. ~b! xy and ~c! z polarized contributions.
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1036 PRB 62C. W. M. CASTLETON AND M. ALTARELLI
different energy. We are therefore confident that any eff
seen in this experiment would be arising from the orderin
on the Mn31 sublattice itself.

In Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! we include the XAS contributions
from x rays polarized in thexy plane and along thez axis.
Although the one-electron picture is blurred out by the m
tiplet interactions it is still possible to discern about 4 bro
levels, most clearly at theL III edge. The 1st and 4th ar
polarized mostly in thexy plane, the 2nd largely parallel t
thez axis, but with significantxy contributions also. The 3rd
is again mixed, but predominantlyxy. The first band can be
reasonably identified as the 3dx22y2↑ level, albeit rather
broadened and with other contributions mixed in. The oth
can probably be labeled, at one electron level, accordin
the scheme in Fig. 2, provided the 3dxy↓ and 3d3z22r 2↓ are
sufficiently broadened and shifted that they overlap co
pletely. Hence, the 2nd level comprises mostly the 3dxz↓ and
3dzy↓ of the split t2g↓ level, and the 3rd the 3dxy↓ compo-
nent, overlapping with the 3d3z22r 2↓ from theeg↓ . Finally,
the 4th level would be from transitions to the 3d3x22y2↓ or-
bital.

B. Resonant x-ray scattering

Turning to the resonant scattering, we plot in Fig. 4~a! the
maximum scattering intensity,I (0,p/2). We see that there i
a distinct structure as a function of energy. Comparing
energy scale with that of Fig. 3 we note also that the grea
intensity does not come from transitions to the em
3dx22y2↑ orbital itself, but, from transitions to the splitt2g↓
levels, just above. This strong scattering peak occurs onl
the L III edge. On its high energy side we see a shoulder,
any shoulder to the low energy side is too small to be
ticeable. At theL II edge we see two main peaks, with
shoulder on the high energy side of the lower one. The
ture of these other peaks and shoulders will be discus
later.

FIG. 4. ~a! Calculated intensity at the MnL II(III) edges.~b! Cal-
culated intensity with signs ofX420 andX220 reversed.
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The energy dependence ofI (0,p/2) carries specific infor-
mation about the environment of the Mn31 sites, helping us
answer questions to do with the type and origin of the ord
ing, as discussed previously. For example, in theK edge
experiments it was not possible2 to differentiate between the
3d3x22r 2/3d3y22r 2 orbital ordering actually believed to occu
and the alternative 3dx22z2/3dz22y2 ordering. However, at
the L edges the two should have very different energy
pendences. To illustrate this point, we have recalculated
L II(III) edge scattering, keeping the same crystal field mag
tudes as before, but reversing the sign of theD4h termsX420

andX220. This makes 3dx22y2 the occupied orbital, mimick-
ing the alternative 3dx22z2/3dz22y2 ordering. The result is
shown in Fig. 4~b!, and is clearly distinguishable from Fig
4~a!. We emphasize, however, that this curve is not intend
as a specific prediction, since it is not derived from any e
perimental spectra for a Mn31 ion with the 3dx22y2↑ orbital
filled. It is intended just as an illustration that much mo
information should be available at theL edges than at theK
edge. Extraction of such information would require detail
fits to actual experimental data, when such exist.

C. Distinguishing orbital order and Jahn-Teller order

It should also be possible to differentiate between
scattering due to orbital ordering alone and that due to co
bined orbital and JT distortion ordering, helping us tackle
question of which mechanism is the more important. With
the confines of the multiplet codes we need to keepX420 and
X220 nonzero in order to make 3d3z22r 2↑ the occupied or-
bital. This means that so far we have actually included the
effects as well, implicitly assuming the involvement of th
mechanism. We would now like to identify which parts
the predicted spectrum, if any, come from the JT orderi
and which come from orbital ordering alone. To do this, w
note first that whilstX420 andX220 must remain nonzero, in
order to split 3d3z22r 2 and 3dx22y2 and observe orbital or-
dering at all, the actual size of the splitting required is n
important, down to some limit set by truncation within th
code. Thus we can choose a very small tetragonal distor
in order to select the 3d3z22r 2 orbital in the initial state, and
then use scaling arguments to differentiate between the
bital ordering effects and the residual JT effects. Hence
can scaleX420 andX220 by somed→0, progressively remov-
ing the effects of the JT distortions, whilst keeping the sc
tering from the ordered orbitals.~Note thatd is not intended
as an experimental fitting parameter, it is simply a tool
‘‘switch off’’ the JT distortion, leaving pure orbital ordering
so that we can separate out the two contributions.!

In Fig. 5 we show the scattering for a few values ofd.
~The ratio X420/X220 is kept constant.! For d,0.25 the JT
effects are small and we are essentially left with the effec
the orbital ordering alone. In Fig. 6 we plot the heights of t
four main peaks againstd. It is clear that there is only one
significant peak due directly to the JT distortion. It is label
with a square symbol on Fig. 5, and lies in theL III edge. This
is the peak corresponding earlier to transitions into the s
t2g↓ levels. In Fig. 6 the peak height scales to a very sm
value asd→0.0, indicating an OO contribution of only abou
4%. A better estimate might have come from scaling
weight under the peak, but this is complicated by the pr
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ence of the shoulder. Comparing the weight under this p
in thed50.005 andd51.000 curves, an OO contribution o
around 1.3–1.7 % is obtained, depending on where one
the shoulder. That this peak should be due essentially to
JT distortions rather than the presence of the orderedeg elec-
tron is in complete agreement with our previous one elect
level arguments. The equivalent peak at theL II edge is the
shoulder on the lower main peak. Thed dependence of its
energy is different from that of the two main peaks at t
edge, however, so it is visible as a separate peak in thd
50.5 curve. At smallerd it is too small to be distinguishable
The difference between this peak and the equivalent pea
the L III edges is due to the core hole potential; this we h
verified by repeating the calculation with the core hole p
tential absent.

The three other peaks are due principally to the orde
orbital occupancy, as their heights do not diminish with

FIG. 5. ~a! Scattering withD4h contributions reduced byd.
Symbols label the peaks scaled withd in Fig. 6. ~b! Peak detail at
lower d values.

FIG. 6. Heights of the peaks labeled by symbols in Fig. 5, p
ted against the scaling parameterd. Inset givesd50.0→0.1.
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minishing d. Indeed, the heights are stable over about t
orders of magnitude, and scale to nonzero values as th
distortions go to zero.~Their collapse to zero for very sma
d is an artifact of numerical truncation in the calculation!
The most interesting of these is the peak labeled with a ci
at theL II edge. Comparison with the peak identifications
Fig. 3 ~see previous section! shows that this is due to reso
nant transitions into the unoccupied 3dx22y2↑ , so we would
expect to see it even in the complete absence of JT dis
tions. Estimating the size of the JT contribution from thed
scaling of the peak height is difficult, but suggests a nega
contribution of around 8–20 %. It is equally difficult to us
scaling of the weight under the curve, as there is agai
shoulder. Depending on where we cut the shoulder we
estimates in the 10–30 % range. It can also be seen cle
that the location of the peak shifts downwards in energy
1.06 eV. The equivalent peak at theL III edge moves even
further, being invisible ford51.000, hidden under the
square labeled peak. At first glance this movement mi
suggest that the contributions from JT ordering are mu
larger, but this is not the case. At one electron level~see Fig.
2! we see that, even in the absence of any JT distortion,
peak should exist as soon as the 3d3z22r 2↑ orbital is occupied
and ordered. Any JT distortion on top of this will not add
take anything at all from the scattering intensity, but it w
move the 3dx22y2↑ level upwards in energy, and hence al
the scattering. This is indeed what we see in Fig. 5. T
changes in peak height and weight come only when multip
contributions beyond one electron level are included. Hen
the location of this peak in energy is controlled partly by O
and partly by JT ordering, but its existence and weight
still essentially due to the OO itself.

The other two peaks arise from the splitting of theeg↓
levels. At theL II edge this peak~labeled with a diamond!
moves downwards as the JT distortions are switched off,
actually grows. The equivalent peak at theL III edge is not
labeled, as it is weaker, and moves from being a shoulde
the square labeled peak atd51.000 to being a shoulder o
the triangle labeled peak atd50.050 and below. The dia
mond labeled peak actually grows by almost a factor of t
as the JT distortions are removed. This is again understa
able at one electron level. As we noted earlier, in the abse
of any distortion, we would expect the 3d3z22r 2↓ orbital to
lie above the 3dx22y2↓ orbital due Coulomb interaction with
the occupied 3d3z22r 2↑ . However, in the absence of th
Coulomb interaction, but with the JT distortion elongatin
the ion along thez axis, we would expect 3d3z22r 2↓ to lie
below 3dx22y2↓ . Hence for the diamond labeled peak th
two contributions are in competition. Apparently the J
dominates atd51.000, since Fig. 3 indicates that 3d3z22r 2↓
lies below 3dx22y2↓ . In Figure 6 we see a minimum in th
peak height aroundd50.500, where the two contribution
balance~multiplet broadening prevents the peak disappe
ing completely!. Below this OO dominates, and the pea
intensity grows.

The prediction from thed scaling is that the scatterin
shown in Fig. 4~a! is dominated at theL III edge by JT order-
ing, although orbital order leads to a clear shoulder to
high energy side of the main JT peak. At theL II edge, on the
other hand, whilst the scattering is predicted to be rat
weaker, it is dominated heavily at the lower end by the

-
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bital ordering. Observation of scattering intensity here wo
thus be a reasonably good measurement of orbital order
dependent of the presence or absence of JT order. Confi
tion of this could again be sought by more detailed fitting
experimental data, were the measurement to be actually
formed.@We anticipate some difference between experim
tal data and that shown in Fig. 4~a! since our calculation is
based upon a fit to the XAS spectrum for Mn31 in a slightly
different setting.#

D. Orbital ordering in other materials

Returning now to the other manganite materials, we n
that, for example, La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 shows exactly the sam
charge and orbital ordering in theab plane,4 leading to the
same energy, polarization and azimuthal dependence a
the layered material. The unit cell is normally indexed d

ferently, so that the fundamental wave vector is (1
2 , 0, 0), but

this again gives a period of about 10.9 Å, or an angle
62.9° at the MnL III edge. Similarly for La0.33Ca0.67MnO3,
orbital order has been reported7 with a wave vector of

( 1
3 , 0, 0), giving a period around 16.2 Å. The structure

slightly different, but the Mn31 local z directions alternate
between~1, 1, 0! and (1,21, 0), still giving the same en
ergy, polarization and azimuthal dependence. In practice
expect that this technique, if realized, could measure
differentiate between both JT and orbital ordering in a w
variety of manganite materials. The exception, unfortunat
is LaMnO3 itself. Here, in the absence of Mn41 ions, the
period of the orbital order is only about 5.4 Å, too short f
the Mn L II(III) edges. The minimum orbital order period fo
which a reflection could exist at the MnL III edge is about
9.7 Å.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that, in principle, it should be p
sible to make direct observations of orbital ordering as w
as Jahn-Teller ordering in many of the manganite materi
using resonant x-ray scattering at the MnL II(III) edges. This
is likely to be true also of resonantL edge scattering in othe
materials which combine orbital ordering with charge ord
ing. For the current case of the manganites, we have sh
that sensitivity at theL III edge should be primarily to the
accompanying Jahn-Teller ordering, whilst that at theL II
edge should be due to the orbital ordering itself. The int
sity would have specific energy and polarization dep
dences, and a sin2 dependence on the azimuthal angle arou
the scattering vector. The measurement would be theo
cally much more direct than the disputed resonant x-ray s
tering measurements so far performed at the MnK edge,
because dipole selection rules allow scattering directly fr
the ordered orbitals themselves, rather than from some o
unoccupied orbitals, strongly hybridised with surroundi
oxygen orbitals, higher up in energy. With the aid of suitab
fitting of the energy dependence, the measurement wo
provide much more detailed information, particularly abo
the type of ordering present, the orbitals actually involv
and the relative importance of the possible ordering mec
nisms.
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